Enterprise Risk Intelligence Solutions
for Integrated Risk Management Solutions (IRMS) and Security Operations, Analytics, and Reporting (SOAR)
BUSINESS RISK IS EVERYWHERE

Cyber attacks, financial and reputational risk, ransomware, third party governance, privacy data loss, incident negligence, regulatory and customer compliance. These are the new normal for business today.

THIS IS NOW A BOARD LEVEL CONCERN AT VIRTUALLY EVERY COMPANY, BIG OR SMALL

WHY CURRENT APPROACHES ARE NOT ENOUGH

• Risk strategies foster opinion over accountability, assessment over analytics, and “react” over “plan-and-proceed”

• Process designs are siloed, ignoring business unit, functional team, outsourcing partner and regulatory body stakeholders

• “GRC 1.0” implementations were not architected to address today’s use case versatility, flexible automation, big data analytics, and delivery scalability requirements

• Change management undervalues user / implementation experiences and business ROI at the executive, operational and technology levels
The RiskVision Risk Intelligence Platform

RiskVision is an integrated, purpose-built risk intelligence platform that offers a flexible, modular approach to managing enterprise risk. RiskVision pre-packages concurrent Integrated Risk Management Solutions (IRMS) and Security Operations, Analytics, and Reporting (SOAR) use cases that orchestrate risk’s three lines of defense. RiskVision offers pre-integration with 70+ partner technologies and a fast growing library of 50+ content mapped sources. The RiskVision platform ensures consistent user experience, zero data redundancy, high data integrity, advanced cross-functional use case integrations and massive scalability.
High Performance Data Model
RiskVision’s expansive data model includes many-to-many object and grouping correlation, laying the foundation for the industry’s highest performance risk intelligence platform.

Multi-Purpose Platform
RiskVision supports 7 risk intelligence applications via a single software instance, maximizing client use cases and ROI.

Automation Flexibility
Drag and drop set up, configurable scripting, a library of re-usable workflow templates and self-service BI re-use eliminate the need for programming and maximize automation across many dimensions.

Built to Scale
RiskVision cost-effectively scales to 10s of millions to assets and objects, a critical measure for Vendor/Third Party Risk and Threat & Vulnerability Mitigation solutions.

Deep Ecosystem Integration
RiskVision maintains 70+ connectors to a wide ecosystem of security and other infrastructure products and services. Integration of 50+ content packs further simplifies deployment.

Cloud or On-Premise Delivery
RiskVision offers complete delivery flexibility, with both cloud and on-premise delivery options.
RISKVISION SOLUTIONS

Threat & Vulnerability Mitigation
Automates continuous risk correlation, prioritization, and remediation of asset and operations criticality, threat reachability, control, and vulnerabilities.

Incident/Issue Risk Response
Coordinates classification, collaboration, evidence, policies, and reporting across the extra-prise for all operational and security risks events.

Technology (IT) Risk & Compliance
Manages technology policies, maps policies to controls, and assesses multi-regulatory risk using an efficient Common Control Framework (CCF) to report for internal audit.

Cloud Application Risk & Compliance
Protects data risks by continuously assessing development processes, risk and controls across lifecycles of Cloud Applications and Cloud Managed Services.

Third Party (TP) Risk & Compliance
Classifies third parties by risk level, and drives parallel workflows for diligence and security scoring, on-boarding, continuous monitoring and off-boarding.

Operational (Ops) Risk & Compliance
Creates risk registers and runs Risk and Compliance Self-Assessments (RCSAs) against critical business processes to report key risk indicators (KRIs), findings and loss events.

Legal Risk & Compliance
Calendars tasks by an entity, jurisdiction, division, function, statutory laws and due dates and runs risk-based assessments against ethics, privacy, and other legal compliances.

Business Continuity Response
Produces plans, runs business impact analyses, improves resiliency controls and engages stakeholders in crisis drills and recovery.

THE WORLD’S LEADING ORGANIZATIONS TRUST RISKVISION TO MANAGE ENTERPRISE RISK.
The most widely used factor in selecting a risk intelligence solution today is the implementation experiences of the vendor’s existing customers. RiskVision’s design and engineering innovations deliver industry-best usability, scale, automation and time to deployment advantages – at a fraction of the cost of traditional solutions. Just ask our customers. Additionally, a recent Blue Hill report analyzed 25 IRMS deployments in order to identify decisions and practices that helped organizations to minimize the time and cost required in implementation. Again RiskVision stood out.
A WORLD-CLASS CLIENT ROSTER

FINANCIAL SERVICES:

PUBLIC SECTOR:

HEALTHCARE & LIFE SCIENCE:

ENERGY, RETAIL, MEDIA & TECHNOLOGY:
FINALLY,
A STRATEGIC APPROACH TO MANAGING THE MULTI-HEADED RISK PROBLEM.

With RiskVision, you get a versatile, scalable risk intelligence platform for all your risk management needs. This innovative, foundational approach offers unprecedented levels of performance, efficiency and risk management results.
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